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We often hear that these are unprecedented times. And
while that is true for most of us individually, the current crisis
is not entirely new in terms of world history.
The world has lived through pandemics before, and they haven’t changed the fundamental
nature of the markets. In the broadest terms, the markets will likely continue to act as they
always have. They will likely be cyclical. They will also likely trend upward, not downward,
especially over longer time horizons. Markets are driven by human beings. They are
volatile and messy, but historically they have always bounced back — despite pandemics,
wars, and economic recessions.
With this said, I think there are important items to keep in mind for investment success in
the years ahead.
• The U.S. stock market is likely priced for below-average returns going forward, but these
returns will still most likely be positive and better than bonds and cash.
• Investors invest to “beat the bank.” In other words, the goal is not to beat the overall
market, but to beat the return you could get by just putting your money in a savings
account. The key is to figure out how much you can participate in the markets. Whether
it’s 20% in the stock market, or 50%, or 100%, the “right” answer depends on your
personal goals and capacity for risk.
• Bonds, especially with interest rates near 0%, will very likely have below-average returns
moving forward. While bonds will still be part of the toolkit to diversify equity risk,
return expectations should be muted, and investors will need to be more creative when
diversifying portfolios.
• With lower expected returns for stocks and bonds, investors will need to save more to
achieve their goals.
• Because investors are living longer, combined with lower expected returns in the
markets, many investors will likely need to raise, not lower, their exposure to the stock
market, in addition to saving more.
• Although returns are expected to be lower for the overall U.S. market, there should be
opportunities to enhance returns by diversifying into less expensive asset classes with
higher expected returns. Now is one of those times. Small-caps, value stocks, such as
financials, and emerging markets all have higher expected returns than the overall market.
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• Volatility will likely remain high. This has always been the price of investing, but it will be more
of an issue moving forward. Returns aren’t likely to be as robust, but volatility will likely be
more so. Risk-adjusted performance probably won’t be as efficient as it was. There are a few
ways to handle this.
○ Build portfolios with broad diversification, as this is even more crucial now to help
control portfolio risk.
○ Have a disciplined plan to regularly rebalance portfolios, which should help to enhance
returns in addition to controlling risk.
○ If possible, view your portfolio less often. Investors who more frequently examine their
portfolios tend to see and feel more volatility and, in turn, have lower allocations to
equities, trade a lot more (more performance slippage to transactions costs and timing
costs), and ultimately tend to experience lower returns.
○ Look at the bottom-line portfolio returns, not just the “underperforming” individual
securities. In a diversified portfolio, there is always something “underperforming.”
• Please remember that “expert” forecasts (including this one) should be treated with more
than a grain of salt. For example, did you know that Wall Street strategists had their most
optimistic view on future stock market returns at the beginning of this year — just in time
for the most epic sell-off in generations? Even more interesting is the Federal Reserve’s own
forecasts. The Fed is arguably composed of some of the best, the brightest, and the most
credentialed experts with the best training, resources, and most importantly, the most
current information, and yet their forecasts have historically been notoriously inaccurate.
What’s the best antidote to a world filled with opinion and forecasts? You guessed it,
diversification. Diversified portfolios may still participate in the upward slope of long-term
growth, but they’re humble enough to better endure various market cycles.
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Market Outlook: Prices Climb
Wall of Worry
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The current market environment includes many supportive
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factors that suggest continued gains for investors, while there
are others that point to potential losses.
Positive Factors:
On the positive side, at least for now, there is the reopening of the economy. This helps to
create undeniably positive social and economic momentum. This currently isn’t difficult to
do, however, since recently the economy has arguably been the poorest it’s ever been in
U.S. history. Socially, fear remains high, but it is also dissipating.
Markets tend to move on trends, not levels. In other words, when things get “less bad,”
prices usually improve. It’s all about investors adapting to changing expectations. If people
expect the worst, but things marginally improve, prices will typically reverse, and vice versa
(something to keep in mind for FANG (Facebook, Amazon, Netflix, and Alphabet), stock fans)
Despite being a common refrain, the idea that “we have never been here before” isn’t true
from a societal standpoint. We have been here before. We have written about various
pandemics before, including what I believe is the most relevant template for our current
situation: the 1957 flu. At this point, the 1957 flu was arguably worse than COVID-19, and
the economy and markets moved in a similar fashion as they have recently. Markets, which
anticipate what may happen in the economy, typically lead the official economic data, which
is based upon collected data from the past.
For a quick refresher on the 1957 flu, it hit the U.S. in the summer. The stock market sold
off immediately and didn’t stabilize until the fourth quarter. Economic growth remained
positive during the second and third quarters of 1957, but was down sharply in the fourth
quarter and down 10% in the first quarter of 1958 (the worst quarter for economic growth
since WWII — until perhaps when this current quarter ends, of course). Prices bottomed in
the fourth quarter of 1957 and then proceeded to gain more than 40% in 1958 and didn’t
have a losing year until 1962.
What’s different with this pandemic? Again, everything is moving faster. For better or
worse, it’s been said that this was the first “social media panic.” Information moved faster.
Fear and caution were elevated more quickly. This surely saved lives and also activated
unprecedented global collaboration for the development of treatments and vaccines. It
should provide some reassurance to investors given the talent, resources, and urgency
devoted to the cause. As a betting man, I’m taking the under on treatments and potential
vaccines being developed faster than they have in the past.
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Perhaps the biggest reason to be positive remains the investing principle: “Don’t fight the
Fed.” We have seen unprecedented monetary support from the Federal Reserve, including
pinning short-term interest rates at 0% for the foreseeable future, injecting massive
amounts of liquidity into the system, buying ETFs (including corporate bond ETFs), and
moving markets with the sheer power of its symbolic words and actions. The Fed is doing
more than just protecting the financial system; it’s also providing massive, unprecedented
support to help ensure the markets don’t crumble. Though the wisdom of this support may
be debatable, and there will likely be a price to be paid; for now, it’s serving as a positive for
the markets and generates a tidal wave of liquidity that investors should respect.
For the economy, at least in the short-term, the fiscal support has also been the strongest
since WWII. Federal spending as a percentage of GDP has averaged 20-25% for decades.
Investors can likely expect that number to double this year. Europe and Japan have also
provided massive fiscal support. That’s a lot of ‘juice’ in the system.
“Don’t fight the tape” is also a powerful principle. Currently, there is a lot of technical
support (based on the study of prices) for more gains, including good market breadth,
which indicates that most stocks are participating in gains, not just a handful of glamour
stocks. Healthy markets typically have broad participation, which this market now has.
It should be noted that sectors which were hit hard, have now also bounced hard. For
example, energy prices as measured by OK Crude Oil Future Contracts were up over 80%
during May (best month ever), and energy stocks were up nearly 53%, as measured by the
Energy Sector SPDR ETF. Again, an example of how prices typically lead economic activity.
Lastly, investor sentiment, both individual and professional, remains extremely negative,
which is simply remarkable given the gains off the lows already. The ‘Wall of Worry’ is
still firmly in place. Typically, when sentiment is this negative, the stock market produces
above-average gains for the next one-, three-, six-, and 12-month periods. Sentiment is
cyclical and typically works as a contrarian signal because markets are always adapting to
changes in expectations.

Negative Factors:
Granted, there are also plenty of not-so-good factors to consider.
• COVID-19: We will undoubtedly get a second (and perhaps a third) wave of infections.
How manageable will that be? While it doesn’t seem likely now, a second national
lockdown would be devasting in many ways.
• Tension with China: This is a big deal, but the most probable result in the near-term
will be more volatility. This issue also has the potential to negatively impact corporate
profitability. Less globalization may also lead to higher inflation.
• Inflation: While the official numbers are currently low and falling due to demand shock,
consumer expectations of inflation are not (grocery items costing substantially more will
do that). There are plenty of reasons inflation may move higher later this year, including
supply disruptions, higher wages, exploding federal deficits, and more.
• Political season: Politics typically create market volatility, and it’s reasonable to expect that
the societal pressures occurring now will negatively impact the markets more than ever.
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• Social media: Social media giants Facebook and Twitter also face political risk. The
market has been led by these types of high-profile, large companies in recent years. When
the dot.com bubble burst two decades ago, the glamor stocks’ fall led the market down. It
should be noted, however, that broadly diversified global portfolios held up much better
during that time.
• Summer doldrums: The summer is typically the weakest time of year for the market,
without much direction. It’s hard to imagine that this summer will be quiet though.
• Overbuying: The market is “overbought” from a technical standpoint, which would
suggest a pause to refresh. That said, when market prices look overextended, investor
sentiment is typically giddy. That is not the case now.
• Valuations: The market is expensive. High valuations suggest lower expected long-term
returns and a higher probability of short-term losses. The offset to this concern is that the
market typically handles higher valuations better when interest rates are low. In this case,
the risk may not be the high valuations themselves, but rather the potential for climbing
long-term interest rates.
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The Time is Now for
International Investing

Renowned investors routinely recommend that we invest
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in what we know, but that hardly covers the full list of easily
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investable companies across this vast globe. When an
investor routinely invests in just their home country, a bias
is exhibited and an unknown ‘bet’ is being made on future
performance.
Another bias that investors often demonstrate is recency bias. The fact that international
stocks have lagged U.S. stocks in the last 10 years will likely cause more investors to place their
bets on the areas in the market which have recently gone up, which is typically not a good
strategy for future returns.

We find there are at least 4 reasons to invest with a global mindset.
1. Increased exposure: to higher GDP production, more listed stocks, and fastergrowing populations.

Vast Opportunities Exist Outside U.S. Borders
Share of Global Market Capitalization

Share of Global GDP
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96%

Source: World Bank as of 12/31/2018
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2. Volatility reduction: By having a mix of assets within countries that do not move
perfectly together, a benefit of risk reduction may be created. Lowered risk or
volatility is beneficial for portfolios when they are properly constructed.

Average Annualized Change in Portfolio Volatility When
Adding Non-U.S. Stocks to a U.S. Portfolio
Change in Portfolio Volatility
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3. Positive outlook: Below we share our expectations for Developed International (EAFE)
and Emerging Market stocks. Based on valuations of current markets, we expect
international stocks to start a new cycle of outperformance.

Our 10 Year Expected Returns for Broad Asset Classes Relative to the U.S. Market
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Source: Morningstar, Bloomberg, Ned Davis Research, Research Affiliates, and MSCI, as of 3/31/20. Past performance is not a guide
to future results.
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4. Higher dividend yields: Owning overseas stocks may provide opportunities for
increased yield.

12-Month Yields (as of 6/9/2020)
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Source: Morningstar, 6/9/2020

We believe there is great value to be found in overseas markets, which may help to reduce
risk when complementing a diversified portfolio, while helping to increase investors’ shares
of strong companies they may not even know about.
The time is now for international investing.
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Disclosures:
Any graphs and charts contained in this work are for informational purposes only. No graph or chart should be regarded as a guide to investing. While some
portfolios may contain one or more of the specific funds mentioned, Orion Advisor Solutions, LLC (OAS) is not making any comment as to the suitability
of these, or any investment product for use in any portfolio. The views expressed herein are exclusively those of OAS, and are not meant as investment
advice and are subject to change. No part of this report may be reproduced in any manner without the express written permission of OAS. Information
contained herein is derived from sources we believe to be reliable, however, we do not represent that this information is complete or accurate and it should
not be relied upon as such. This material does not constitute any representation as to the suitability or appropriateness of any security, financial product
or instrument. There is no guarantee that investment in any program or strategy discussed herein will be profitable or will not incur loss. This information
is prepared for general information only. It does not have regard to the specific investment objectives, financial situation, and the particular needs of any
specific person who may receive this report. Investors should seek financial advice regarding the appropriateness of investing in any security or investment
strategy discussed or recommended in this report and should understand that statements regarding future prospects may not be realized. Investors
should note that security values may fluctuate and that each security’s price or value may rise or fall. Accordingly, investors may receive back less than
originally invested. Past performance is not a guide to future performance. Individual client accounts may vary. Investing in any security involves certain
non-diversifiable risks including, but not limited to, market risk, interest-rate risk, inflation risk, and event risk. These risks are in addition to any specific, or
diversifiable, risks associated with particular investment styles or strategies.
The CFA® is a globally respected, graduate-level investment credential established in 1962 and awarded by CFA Institute — the largest global association
of investment professionals. To learn more about the CFA charter, visit www.cfainstitute.org.
The CFP ® designation is a professional certification for financial planners conferred by the CFP Board. CFP® professionals have completed extensive
training and experience requirements and are held to rigorous ethical standard, while understanding the complexities of the changing financial climate,
and know how to make recommendations in their clients best interest. To learn more about the CFP®, visit https://www.cfp.net/home.
The CMT Program demonstrates mastery of a core body of knowledge of investment risk in portfolio management. The Chartered Market Technician®
(CMT) designation marks the highest education within the discipline and is the preeminent designation for practitioners of technical analysis worldwide. To
learn more about the CMT, visit https://cmtassociation.org/.
CIMA® professionals integrate a complex body of investment knowledge, ethically contributing to prudent investment decisions by providing objective
advice and guidance to individual investors and institutional investors. To learn more about the CIMA, visit https://www.imca.org/cima.
The CAIA® is the globally-recognized credential for professionals managing, analyzing, distributing, or regulating alternative investments. To learn more
about the CAIA, visit https://caia.org/.
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